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Microbial Biologist Says Biotech Is Like a Religion, and it Is Failing

By Christina Sarich, September 16, 2015

No one bats 1000, but according to Ignacio Chapela, a microbiologist from UC Berkeley in
California, the biotech industry has utterly failed. He says they’ve only come up with 2
genetically modified traits in 40 years despite fouling our air,…

Monsanto’s Sealed Documents Reveal the Truth behind Roundup’s Toxicological
Dangers

By Richard Gale and Dr. Gary Null, September 16, 2015

The year 2015 hasn’t been kind to Monsanto. In March, the World Health Organization
declared that the company’s flagship product, its herbicide glyphosate or Roundup, is a
probable human carcinogen. Increasingly, national health ministries are taking a hard
second look…

Rare Film Clip Shows George H. W. Bush Plotting with Monsanto to Use US
Government to Spread GMO Imperialism

By J. D. Heyes, September 15, 2015

Supporters of genetically modified or engineered foods want you to believe that the concept
is no big deal and that humans have been cross-breeding and “modifying” food for
centuries. In reality, however, GMO seeds and foods created in a lab…

Extensive Heroin Use in US. The Real Afghanistan Surge is in Opium Production

By Dr. Meryl Nass, September 16, 2015
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Recently I worked in another Maine city and was astonished at the number of patients I
encountered who were using heroin.  I had never seen anything like it, during a lifetime
practicing medicine. In New Hampshire, it was said, deaths…

Anti-Russian Propaganda. Corporate Media are Accomplices of Imperial Politics

By Margaret Kimberley, September 16, 2015

Everywhere the U.S. “pivots” to in the world, it spreads dehumanizing propaganda.
President Obama has methodically demonized Russia, stoked fears of the “peril” from China,
and fanned the flames of Islamophobia. The corporate media are eager accomplices in the
imperial…
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